
Key specifications1Key features

Quad camera with innovative AI imaging to capture it all.

Discover new ways to capture moments – Nokia 5.3 features an innovative 

quad camera setup, delivering stunning photography.

Capture the perfect shot no matter where you are, day or night, near or far 

- the quad camera gives you the right tool for the right moment. 

Get that winning shot in low light with Night mode. Plus capture stellar 

images that truly pop in Portrait mode with enhanced bokeh effects 

combined with the depth sensor.

Big screen to see it all.

A big screen that still fits comfortably in your hand - the huge 6.55” screen 

transports you into another world – whether it’s gaming or streaming.

Do more. Charge less.

Do more in a day – or two – with our signature two days of battery life you 

can stream your favourite shows and play games without worrying your 

phone battery won’t last.

Built for speed. Refined for play.

Get silky smooth graphics and game more, thanks to the powerful 

Qualcomm® platform – the first Nokia smartphone to debut the 

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 665 Mobile Platform.

Ready for Android 11 and beyond.

Pure Android delivers a software experience with a streamlined interface 

and no bloatware. Plus, with regular security updates and software 

upgrades, your Nokia 5.3 will just keep getting better.

Nordic inspired design. 

Nokia 5.3 has an elegant 2.5D glass front and a scratch-resistant 

composite back for extended durability. Choose from 3 striking Nordic-

inspired colours – Cyan, Sand and Charcoal.

Colours: 

Charcoal, Cyan, Sand

1All specifications, features and other product information provided are subject to change without notice. 2Pre-
installed system software and apps use a significant part of memory space. 3Battery has limited recharge cycles 

and battery capacity reduces over time. Eventually the battery may need to be replaced. 4The Google Assistant is 

available in selected markets and languages. Where not available The Google Assistant is replaced by Google 

Search. Check availability at https://support.google.com/assistant. 5 Check local availability.

HMD Global Oy is the exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for phones & tablets. Nokia is a registered 

trademark of Nokia Corporation. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. All other trademarks are the property of 

their respective owners. Variations on offering may apply. Check local availability.

Nokia 5.3

Stay in the game for longer

ITEM SPECIFICATION

NETWORK 
BANDS

SKU 1 ROW: GSM : 850, 900, 1800, 1900; WCDMA : 1, 2, 5, 8
LTE : 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 20, 28, 38, 40, 41 (120MHz) 
SKU 2 AMERICAS: GSM : 850, 900, 1800, 1900; WCDMA : 1, 2, 4, 
5, 8
LTE : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12/17, 28, 13, 66, 38 

NETWORK 
SPEED

LTE CAT4

OS Android 10

CPU Qualcomm Snapdragon 665 Mobile Platform 

RAM 3/4/6GB LPPDDR4x

STORAGE
ROM: 64/128GB2 e-MMC 5.1, uSD supports to 512GB. Google 
Drive

SIM Single SIM / Dual SIM + SD card slots (3 in 3)

DISPLAY
6.55” HD+ Dual-gate  Selfie notch  20:9 1600*720 in-cell, 2.5D 
GG3 w/AF, PPI 270, 450nits (typ) brightness, 1:1500(typ) contrast

CAMERA

Main: 13MP f/1.8 + 5MP ultra wide-angle (118° )+ 2MP macro + 
2MP depth; Flash: LED
Front: 8MP f/2
Night mode, Portrait Mode, AI Scene detection

CONNECTIVITY
/SENSORS

802.11 b/g/n/ac, BT 4.2, GPS/AGPS+GLONASS+Beidou, Ambient 
light sensor, Proximity sensor, Accelerometer

BATTERY
Non-removable 4000mAh3(typ.), 5V/2A charging compatible
Talk time(3G): up to 22 hrs 
Standby time: up to 18 75 days

I/O Type-C USB (USB 2.0) OTG, audio jack

OTHERS
2 mics, FM, The Google Assistant button, Notification led, NFC,  
Qualcomm® aptX™ audio, Rear Fingerprint sensor

DIMENSIONS / 
WEIGHT

164.28 x 76.62 x 8.5,  estimated weight 180g 

INBOX
Nokia 5.3, 5V/2A charger, Type-C USB Cable, Headset5, Quick 
Start Guide, Sim Pin, TPU Jelly case5

https://support.google.com/assistant

